The relationship among transport, intracellular binding, and inhibition of RNA synthesis by actinomycin D in Ehrlich ascites tumor cells in vitro.
Uptake of actinomycin D (AD) was characterized in Ehrlich ascites tumor cells in vitro. The time course of uptake consists of an initial component that represents a unidirectional flux of AD into the cells, following which the net uptake rate falls to achieve a velocity that is constant over a 45-min interval of observation. The velocity of influx exceeds that of the late uptake phase by a factor of 2. Influx is 1st order over an AD concentration range of 0.02 to 14 muM. Influx is highly temperature sensitive (Q10 = 4.5); this is related only in part to the high temperature dependence (Q10 =2) of the oil-adqueous partition coefficient for this agent. Within 4 min after exposure of cells to AD, a component of intracellular AD appears which exceeds the concentration of extracellular AD and rapidly leaves the cells (t 1/2 congruent to 3 min) when the cells are resuspended into an AD-free medium. The level of this component of intracellular drug is unaffected by metabolic poisons, and the apparent chemical gradient is attributed to loose binding. While transport of AD does not appear to be energy-dependent, the data do not clafity whether translocation across the cell membrane is diffusional or carrier mediated. In addition to a loosely bound intracellular component, analysis of the unidirectional net efflux of AD indicates at least 3 other exit components; one with a t 1/2 of 35 min, a very tightly bound component, and another representing drug that is free within the intracellular water, The bulk of AD taken up is tightly bound to intracellular constituents, and the rate of accumulation of this cellular component accounts almost entirely for the net rate of uptake of AD during the late uptake phase. Because influx exceeds the rate of tight binding within the cell by a factor of only 2, it is unlikely that osmotically active AD achieves thermodynamic equilibrium across the cell membrane over the interval of these experiments. Rather, prior to saturation of binding sites within the cell, the level of free AD achieved is probably below the extracellular concentration. Since the rate of binding should be influenced by the level of free intracellular AD, factors that increase influx and bring the intracellular AD level closer to equilibrium should also increase the rate of intracellular binding. Tween 80 augments both influx and AD binding within the cell, an effect that may be related to augmented transport alone, but an additional stimulatory effect on the binding process is also possible. Association of AD with only a small number of the very-high-affinty intracellular binding sites, in the absence of free or loosely bound AD, results in approximately 35% inhibition of [2-14C]uridine incorporation into RNA within 50 sec after exposure of cells to 1 muM AD. Within 10 min. 75% inhibition is achieved indicating that association of AD with only a small fraction of the total high-affinity sites is sufficient to suppress RNA synthesis.